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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) has made groundbreaking advancements in robotics, data center management and other applications. Unfortunately, system-level bottlenecks in RL workloads are poorly understood; we observe fundamental structural differences in RL workloads that make them inherently less GPU-bound than supervised learning (SL). To explain where training time is spent in RL workloads, we propose RL-Scope, a cross-stack profiler that scopes low-level CPU/GPU resource usage to high-level algorithmic operations, and provides accurate insights by correcting for profiling overhead. Using RL-Scope, we survey RL workloads across its major dimensions including ML backend, RL algorithm, and simulator. For ML backends, we explain a 2.3× difference in runtime between equivalent PyTorch and TensorFlow algorithm implementations, and identify a bottleneck rooted in overly abstracted algorithm implementations. For RL algorithms and simulators, we show that on-policy algorithms are at least 3.5× more simulation-bound than off-policy algorithms. Finally, we profile a scale-up workload and demonstrate that GPU utilization metrics reported by commonly used tools dramatically inflate GPU usage, whereas RL-Scope reports true GPU-bound time. RL-Scope is an open-source tool available at https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/rlscope.

1 Introduction
Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) has made many algorithmic advancements in the past decade, such as learning to play Atari games from raw pixels (Mnih et al., 2015), surpassing human performance on games with intractably large state spaces (Silver et al., 2017), as well as in diverse industrial applications including robotics (Brockman et al., 2016), data center management (Mirhoseini et al., 2017), autonomous driving (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017), and drone tasks (Krishnan et al., 2019).

Despite their promise, RL models are notoriously slow to train with AlphaGoZero taking 40 days to train (Silver et al., 2017); to make matters worse, most benchmark studies of RL training focus only on model accuracy as a function of training steps (Duan et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2019), not training runtime leading the community to believe they behave similarly to supervised learning (SL) workloads. In SL training workloads like image recognition, neural networks are large (e.g., 152 layers (He et al., 2016)), and runtime is largely accelerator-bound, spending at least 53.7% of total training time executing on the GPU (Li et al., 2020). In contrast to SL workloads, we observe that RL workloads are fundamentally different in structure, spending a large portion of their training time on the CPU collecting training data through simulation, running high-level language code (e.g., Python) inside the training loop, and executing relatively small neural networks (e.g., AlphaGoZero (Silver et al., 2017) has only 39 layers).

Identifying the precise reasons for poor RL training runtime remains a challenge since existing profiling tools are designed for GPU-bound SL workloads and are not suitable for RL. General purpose GPU profiling tools (NVIDIA, 2020b) are unsuitable for two reasons. First, they mainly focus on GPU kernel metrics, and low-level system calls with little context about which operation in high-level code they originate from. Second, they make no effort to correct for CPU profiling overhead that can inflate RL workloads significantly; we observe up to a 1.9× inflation of total training time when profiling RL workloads. Even specialized machine learning (ML) profiling tools only target GPU-bound SL workloads and limit their analysis to total training time spent in neural network layers and bottleneck kernels within each layer (NVIDIA, 2020a; Li et al., 2020). In contrast, deep RL training workloads execute a diverse software stack that includes algorithms, simulators, ML backends, accelerator APIs, and GPU kernels, that are written in a mix of high- and low-level languages, and are executed
We present **RL-Scope** – an open-source, accurate, cross-stack, cross-backend tool for profiling RL workloads. RL-Scope provides ML researchers and developers with a simple Python API for annotating their high-level code with operations. RL-Scope collects cross-stack profiling information by scoping time spent in low-level GPU kernels, CUDA API calls, simulators, and ML backends to user annotations in high-level code. To ensure accurate insights during offline analysis, RL-Scope calibrates and corrects CPU time inflation introduced by book-keeping code, correcting within 16% of profiling overhead. RL-Scope easily supports multiple ML backends (TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) and PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019)) and simulators, as it requires no recompilation of ML backends or simulators.

In contrast to prior studies that have been limited to GPU-bound SL training workloads (Li et al., 2020) and RL model accuracy as a function of training steps (Duan et al., 2016; Fujimoto et al., 2019), we use RL-Scope to perform the first cross-stack study of RL training runtime. In our first case study, we use RL-Scope to compare RL frameworks and analyze bottlenecks. RL-Scope can help practitioners decide between a myriad of potential RL frameworks spanning multiple ML backends with diverse execution models ranging from developer-friendly Eager execution popularized by PyTorch to the more sophisticated Autograph execution in TensorFlow that converts high-level code to in-graph operations. RL-Scope collects fine-grained metrics that quantify the intuition of why different execution models like Eager perform up to 4.8× worse than Graph/Autograph, and uses these metrics to explain further a 2.3× difference in runtime between a TensorFlow implementation and PyTorch implementation of the Eager execution model. RL-Scope can detect and analyze bottlenecks in RL algorithm implementations; RL-Scope’s metrics detect a 3.7× inflation in backpropagation rooted in an overly abstracted MPI-friendly but very GPU-unfriendly Adam optimizer. Finally, RL-Scope illustrates that GPU usage is low across all RL frameworks regardless of ML backend or execution model.

In our next case study, we survey RL workloads across different RL algorithms and simulators, which can help researchers decide where to devote their efforts in optimizing RL workloads by surveying how training bottlenecks change. We observe that simulation time is non-negligible, taking up at least 38.1% and at most 74.2% of training runtime, with simulation time being higher for on-policy RL algorithms typically used in robotics tasks. Operations considered GPU-heavy in SL workloads (i.e., inference, backpropagation) only spend at most 12.9% of their time executing GPU kernels, with the rest spent on the CPU in ML backend and CUDA API calls.

Our final case study examines a scale-up RL workload that increases GPU utilization by parallelizing inference operations. We find that coarse-grained GPU utilization metrics collected using common tools (e.g., nvidia-smi) can be a poor indicator of actual time spent executing GPU kernels on the GPU in the RL context, whereas RL-Scope is able to identify the true GPU-bound time.

To summarize, our contributions are:

- **We observe fundamental structural differences between RL and SL training workloads that leads to more time spent CPU-bound in RL and makes them poorly suited to existing profiling tools that target GPU-bound SL workloads (Section 2).**
- **We propose RL-Scope: the first profiler designed specifically for RL workloads, featuring (i) scopeing of high- and low-level GPU and CPU time across the stack to algorithmic operations, and (ii) low CPU profiling overhead, and (iii) support for multiple ML backends and simulators (Section 3). To help the community measure their own RL workloads, we have open-sourced RL-Scope at https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/rlscope**.
- The first cross-stack study of RL training runtime (i) across multiple RL frameworks and ML backends, (ii) across multiple RL algorithms and simulators, (iii) in scale-up RL workloads. Prior studies have been limited to SL training workloads, and RL model accuracy as a function of training steps (Section 4).

## 2 Background and Motivation

Using a simplified version of DQN (Mnih et al., 2015) on the Atari Pong simulator as an example RL workload, we outline the typical training loop of an RL workload, and showcase key differences between RL and supervised learning (SL) workloads. These differences inform our design of the RL-Scope profiling toolkit for RL workloads.

### 2.1 DQN – An Example RL Workload

The DQN algorithm’s goal is to learn to estimate the Q-value function $Q(s, a)$: the expected reward if at state $s$ an agent takes action $a$, and repeats this until the simulation terminates. Pong’s reward would be 1 if the agent won the game or 0 if it lost. DQN learns $Q(s, a)$ by constructing training minibatches sampled from a cache of experience tuples – past states, actions taken, estimated rewards, and resulting rewards – and applying the standard backpropagation training algorithm. Once learned, a deployed model runs inference to obtain $Q(s, a)$ and greedily selects the action that maximizes the expected reward.
(a) Supervised learning (SL) training loop (e.g., image recognition)

(b) Reinforcement learning (RL) training loop (e.g., Atari Pong trained with DQN)

Figure 1. Training loop comparison: the SL training loop is more GPU-bound, whereas RL computation is spread across the software and hardware stack. Supervised learning workloads (1a) spend most of their time GPU-bound: they stream training data into large-scale neural networks on the GPU, while high-level language is kept out of the training loop. Conversely, RL workloads frequently transition between high-level ↔ native code in their training loop, collect training data at runtime from a simulator, and use small neural networks.

Code for training RL algorithms is often implemented in a high-level language such as Python, with calls to a native simulator (e.g., Atari emulator) and ML backend library (e.g., TensorFlow). Hence, several steps require transitioning from the high-level language to a native library and marshaling data between them. Other RL algorithms have a similar overall structure and can be grouped into the same components as DQN. Figure 1b illustrates the high-level algorithmic operations of the DQN training loop:

1. **Inference**: Given the latest state \( s_t \) as input (e.g., rendered pixels from the Atari emulator), perform an inference operation to predict \( Q(s_t, a) \) for each possible action \( a \). To ensure adequate exploration and convergence of \( Q(s, a) \), we occasionally select a random action with probability \( \epsilon \) or the greedy action with the highest reward \( Q(s, a) \) with probability \( 1 - \epsilon \).
2. **Simulation**: Call the simulator (e.g., Atari emulator C++ library) using the selected action (e.g., \( a_t = UP \)) as input, and receive the next state \( s_{t+1} \).
3. **Backpropagation**: Form a minibatch of \( Q(s, a) \) samples with predicted and actual rewards from cached experience tuples, and perform the forward, backward, and gradient updates of the Q-value network by calling into the C++ ML backend.

### 2.2 Comparing SL and RL Training

Comparing the training loop of supervised learning (SL) (Figure 1a) to the training loop of RL (Figure 1b), clear differences in CPU/GPU execution become apparent.

First, RL workloads collect training data at runtime by running a simulator inside the training loop, dramatically increasing CPU runtime. In contrast, SL workloads are more GPU-bound since they use large pre-labeled training datasets that can be streamed asynchronously onto the GPU while forward/backward GPU compute passes are in progress.

Second, RL workloads run high-level language code inside the training loop. RL workloads use a high-level language (e.g., Python) to orchestrate collecting training data from simulators and store them in a data structure (replay buffer), to be later sampled from by high-level code at each backpropagation training step. In contrast, SL workloads statically define a computational graph ahead of time, then offload the execution of forward/backward passes to the ML backend without involving high-level code.

Finally, the deep neural networks in most RL workloads are smaller than typically used for SL workloads like image recognition. SL workloads consist of an extremely large number of layers, making their forward/backward training loop heavily GPU-bound. For instance, ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016), a popular image recognition model, has 152 layers, whereas the model used in AlphaGoZero (Silver et al., 2017) only contains 39 layers. Hence, while the sizes of networks in RL workloads are increasing, they have not reached near the capacity of SL workloads, and as a result, they are not usually bottlenecked by GPU runtime.

Due to these characteristics, the RL training loop is less GPU-bound and time spent on the CPU plays a crucial role on execution time. The inevitable question is how much of an RL workload is CPU-bound, and how much is GPU-bound? How does this breakdown depend on the choice of algorithm and simulator? Which particular high-level algorithmic operation is responsible for the most CPU latency, or the most GPU latency? Do excessive language transitions contribute to increased training time? RL-Scope is designed to answer these types of questions.


3 RL-Scope Cross-Stack Profiler

The RL-Scope profiler satisfies three high-level design goals. First, RL-Scope provides a cross-stack view of CPU/GPU resource usage by collecting information at each layer of the RL software stack and scoping fine-grained latency information to high-level algorithmic operations. Second, to ease adoption, RL-Scope does not require recompilation or modification of ML backends or simulators, and as a result, can be ported to new simulators and future ML backends. Finally, RL-Scope corrects for profiling overhead to ensure accurate critical path latency measurements.

To achieve these goals, RL-Scope adopts several key implementation choices:

1. **High-level algorithmic annotations**: RL-Scope provides the developer with a simple API for annotating their code with high-level algorithmic operations.

2. **Transparent event interception**: RL-Scope uses transparent hooks to intercept profiling events across all other stack levels, requiring no additional effort from the user.

3. **Cross-stack event overlap**: RL-Scope sums up regions of overlap between cross-stack events, which simultaneously measures overlap between CPU and GPU resources, and scopes training time to high-level algorithmic operations.

4. **Profiling calibration and overhead correction**: RL-Scope runs the RL training workload multiple times to calibrate for the average time spent in profiler bookkeeping code, which it uses during offline analysis to correct for CPU overhead caused by profiling. This calibration only needs to be done once per workload and can be reused in future profiling runs.

Our current implementation targets Python as the high-level language and supports both TensorFlow and PyTorch as ML backends since these are the most common tools used by RL developers. However, our design ensures that porting RL-Scope to other high-level languages and ML backends is straightforward. Additional implementation details such as avoiding sampling profilers and storing trace files asynchronously are provided in Appendix A.

3.1 High-level Algorithmic Annotations

RL-Scope exposes a simple high-level API to the developer for annotating their code with training phases comprised of individual operations. We opt for manual annotations over automatic annotations derived from symbols since we have anecdotally observed that RL developers tend to become overwhelmed by results from language-level profilers (e.g., the Python profiler), but are quick to recognize high-level algorithmic operations.

Figure 2 shows part of a simplified Python script for training an agent to play the game Go (Silver et al., 2017). RL-Scope leverages the Python `with` language construct to allow the developer to annotate regions of their code with high-level operation labels. Executing a `with` block results in a start/end timestamps being recorded. Operations can be arbitrarily nested. For example, `mcts_tree_search` uses pure high-level Python code to traverse a tree data-structure of possible board-game states randomly and collects minibatches of unexpanded Go board-game states. Upon forming a minibatch, it executes `expand_leaf`, which passes the minibatch of board-game states through a neural network to decide how to traverse the tree next. This nesting of operations attributes all neural network inferences (in this example, CPU/GPU TensorFlow time) to `expand_leaf`, and all data-structure traversal (Python CPU time) to `mcts_tree_search`.

3.2 Transparent Event Interception

To satisfy RL-Scope’s goals of collecting cross-stack information and avoiding simulator and ML library recompilation, RL-Scope uses transparent hooks to intercept and record the start/end timestamps of profiling events. RL-Scope uses two techniques to collect events across the stack transparently: (i) NVIDIA CUPTI profiling library and (ii) High-level language ↔ C interception.

NVIDIA CUPTI Profiling Library We use the NVIDIA CUPTI profiling library (NVIDIA, 2019a) to register hooks at program startup transparently. When the user launches RL-Scope (bottom of Figure 2), we transparently prepend `librlscope.so` to the `LD_PRELOAD` environment variable to force hooks to be registered before loading any ML libraries. Using these hooks, we can collect CUDA API time, CPU time spent in CUDA API calls such as

---

**Figure 2.** High-level algorithmic annotations: RL-Scope provides developers with a simple API for annotating their code with training phases and operations; these annotations are used to scope CPU/GPU critical path analysis to high-level algorithmic operations.
High-level language ↔ C interception: To collect time spent in high-level language (e.g., Python) and C libraries (e.g., ML backends and simulators) we intercept calls to (high-level → C) and returns from C libraries (C → high-level). To perform this interception while avoiding recompilation, we use Python to dynamically generate function wrappers around native library bindings for both simulator and ML libraries. Using timestamps at these interception points, we can collect time spent in Python, ML backends, and simulators.

3.3 Cross-Stack Event Overlap

Unfortunately, visualizations showing raw event traces tend to overwhelm RL users since they do not provide a clear summary of the percentage of CPU and GPU time on the critical path of a program scoped to high-level algorithmic operations. RL-Scope solves this issue by using the raw event trace to compute CPU/GPU overlap scoped to high-level user operations. Figure 3 illustrates how CPU/GPU usage is computed. Offline, RL-Scope linearly walks left-to-right through the events in the trace sorted by start-time and identifies regions of overlap between CPU events (e.g., Python, simulator, and TensorFlow C), GPU events (i.e., kernel execution times, memory copies), and high-level operations (e.g., mcts_tree_search and expand_leaf). Resource utilization in these overlapping regions is then summed to obtain the total CPU/GPU critical path latency, scoped to the user’s operations. For example, expand_leaf spends 0.79ms of its time purely CPU-bound, while 1.7ms is spent executing on both the CPU and the GPU. For more fine-grained CPU information, CPU time can be further divided into ML backend and CUDA API time.

3.4 Profiling Calibration and Overhead Correction

Profilers inflate CPU-side time due to additional bookkeeping code in the critical path. This overhead can reach up to 90.2% of runtime in our experiments (Appendix C.3). RL-Scope achieves accurate cross-stack critical path measurements by correcting for any CPU time inflation during offline analysis. The full details of how we calibrate and verify the overhead correction are available in Appendix C, and below, we provide a high-level summary.

To correct profiling overhead, RL-Scope calibrates for the average duration of book-keeping code paths and subtracts this time at the precise point when it occurs. Since RL-Scope already knows when book-keeping occurs from the information it collects for critical path analysis (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), the challenge lies in accurately calibrating for the average duration of book-keeping code.

We identify two types of profiler overhead that RL-Scope must calibrate. First, the overhead of most RL-Scope bookkeeping code only depends on the type of intercepted event. For example, the extra CPU time incurred by RL-Scope intercepting Python ↔ C/C++ transitions is the same regardless of which part of the code it occurs in. Similarly, the overhead of our interception of CUDA API calls does not depend on which CUDA API was used, and tracking algorithmic annotations does not depend on which operation was annotated. For these cases, we find RL-Scope’s overhead by dividing the increase in total runtime when enabling profiling by the number of times the book-keeping code was called; see Appendix C.1 for details. The second type of overhead is incurred by internal closed-source profiling code inside the CUDA library. This code injects runtime by different amounts, depending on which CUDA API is called. Since profiling cannot be enabled separately for different APIs, accounting for it requires tracking the number of and duration of each individual API call separately; see Appendix C.2 for details.

We validate overhead correction accuracy on a diverse set of RL training workloads with different combinations of environment and RL algorithms. We run each workload without profiling, and again with full RL-Scope with all book-keeping code enabled. Across all algorithms and simulators, RL-Scope’s error is within ±16% of the actual uninstrumented training time (see Appendix C.3 for details).

4 RL-Scope Case Studies

We illustrate the usefulness of RL-Scope’s accurate cross-stack profiling metrics through in-depth case studies. The hardware configuration we used throughout all experiments is an AMD EPYC 7371 CPU running at 3.1 GHz with 128 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA 2080Ti GPU. For software configuration, we used Ubuntu 18.04, TensorFlow v2.2.0, PyTorch v1.6.0, and Python 3.6.9. The exact RL frame-
Table 1. RL frameworks: we consider popular (execution model, ML backend) combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RL framework</th>
<th>Execution model</th>
<th>ML backend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stable-baselines</td>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>TensorFlow 2.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf-agents</td>
<td>Autograph</td>
<td>TensorFlow 2.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tf-agents</td>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>TensorFlow 2.2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReAgent</td>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>PyTorch 1.6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

work(s), simulator(s), RL algorithm(s), and ML backend(s) used vary by case study, where it is stated explicitly.

4.1 Case Study: Selecting an RL Framework

One of the first major problems faced by RL developers is which RL framework to use since there are so many spanning both TensorFlow and PyTorch ML backends (Winder, 2019). In the absence of apples-to-apples comparisons amongst available RL frameworks, users fall back on rule-of-thumb approaches (Winder, 2019; Simonini, 2019) to selecting an RL framework: PyTorch for ease-of-use, frameworks with a particular algorithm, frameworks built on a specific ML backend. This suggests developers often do not understand the exact training time trade-off between using PyTorch- and TensorFlow-based RL frameworks, and how this trade-off is influenced by the underlying execution model of the ML backend.

TensorFlow 1.0 initially only supported a Graph execution model, where symbolic computations are declared during program initialization, then run all at once using initial graph inputs. PyTorch, and more recently TensorFlow 2.0, supports an Eager execution model where operators are run as they are defined, making it easy to use with language level debuggers. With TensorFlow 2.0, developers can use the Autograph execution model to automatically convert their Eager program to an optimized TensorFlow graph, so long as developers adhere to coding practices (TensorFlow, 2020). While developers generally prefer to only use the Eager execution API for productivity, RL-Scope reveals that the execution model used for a given ML backend can subtly impact training performance.

To ensure an apples-to-apples comparison across RL frameworks, we compare the same underlying RL algorithms (TD3/DDPG), the same simulator (Walker2D), and identical hyperparameters (e.g., batch size, network architecture, learning rate, etc.) which were pre-tuned in the stable-baselines RL framework (Hill et al., 2018; Raffin, 2018). This allows us to attribute differences in training time breakdowns to an RL framework’s ML backend and execution model. We consider four representative RL frameworks that span popular (execution model, ML backend) combinations1, shown in Table 1.

Figure 4a shows the training time breakdown across the RL frameworks for TD3. The top black bars show the total training time for each workload. The bottom bars show the same training time split between the different operations of the RL training loop (i.e., backpropagation, inference, simulation). Colors indicate whether the time was spent in GPU, or overlapping both CPU + GPU, while patterns show the software stack level (Simulator, Python, ML Backend, or CUDA API calls). Figure 4c below shows the number of native library transitions from Python→ML Backend, Python→Simulator, and ML Backend→CUDA API calls. As we will see, these transitions are a major contributor to differences in execution time breakdowns. Similarly, Figures 4b and 4d shows the training time breakdown and transitions for DDPG. We will frequently refer to these figures to support our findings.

4.1.1 Execution model

RL-Scope’s metrics are able to quantify our intuition of how execution models affect training time by correlating it with reduced Python→Backend transitions. This correlation further explains a 2.3× slowdown between the same algorithm implemented in two different ML backends.

Eager execution is 1.9× to 4.8× slower than both Autograph and Graph execution, whereas neither Autograph nor Graph always outperform the other and are within 19.7% of one another.

The total training time of Figure 4a shows that Eager execution implementations generally perform worse than Graph and Autograph. TensorFlow’s older Graph API is still a more efficient API than the newer Eager API. Hence, developers should be careful to ensure their code-base can run with Autograph by adhering to coding practices (TensorFlow, 2020) and not rely on Eager performance alone. Moreover, even Autograph does not always outperform the older Graph API. In particular, for TD3 (Figure 4a) Graph is 9.7% faster than Autograph; conversely, for DDPG (Figure 4b) Autograph is 19.7% faster than Graph.

By reducing Python→Backend transitions, Autograph substantially reduces Python time from 59.2% in Graph to at most 7.2% for inference/backpropagation.

Comparing TensorFlow Autograph to TensorFlow Graph for TD3 in Figure 4a demonstrates substantial reductions in Python time both for backpropagation (5.1×) and for inference (4.4×); similar results are observed for backpropagation (13.5×) and inference (1.8×) for DDPG in Figure 4b. These reductions in Python time are consistent with Autograph substantially reducing Python time from 59.2% in Graph to at most 7.2% for inference/backpropagation.

ReAgent does not yet make use of PyTorch’s Autograph analog TorchScript for training, only for model serving.
For TD3, PyTorch Eager is \(2.3 \times\) faster than TensorFlow Autograph. For DDPG, TensorFlow Autograph is \(2 \times\) faster than TensorFlow Eager. These results show that PyTorch Eager is more efficient in backpropagation and inference, while TensorFlow Autograph is faster in simulation.

\[\text{Figure 4. RL framework comparison:} \text{ We used identical RL algorithms (left: TD3, right: DDPG), simulator (Walker2D), and tuned hyperparameters; differences in execution between RL frameworks are strictly due to RL algorithm implementation and ML backend. Differences in time breakdown (top) across RL frameworks can be explained by higher number of language transitions (bottom) between the Python and the ML backend (Backend), and between the ML backend and the accelerator API calls (CUDA).}\]

\[\text{4.1.2 Bottleneck analysis}\]

RL-Scope’s fine-grained time breakdown is useful for explaining subtle performance bottlenecks that are a result of an overly abstracted RL algorithm implementation, sensitivity to particular hyperparameter settings, and even the result of anomalous behavior in the underlying implementation of an ML backend.

\[\text{4.1.4 RL-Scope’s metrics identify inefficient abstractions in high-level code as responsible for a 3.7} \times \text{ inflation in backpropagation in Graph compared to Autograph for DDPG.}\]

Backpropagation in Autograph is \(3.7 \times\) faster than Graph for DDPG (Figure 4b), whereas backpropagation in Autograph is only \(1.2 \times\) faster than Graph for TD3 (Figure 4a); these inefficiencies in backpropagation for DDPG Graph are correlated with high CUDA API time inflation (2.6×), and high Python inflation (13.5×) relative to DDPG Autograph. The inflation in CUDA API time suggests a greater number of kernel executions and greater Python time suggests a larger number of calls to the ML backend. Inspecting
the DDPG and TD3 implementations reveals that these inefficiencies in DDPG backpropagation are caused by two factors. First, DDPG uses inefficient abstractions leading to more GPU kernel launches; DDPG uses an MPI-friendly, but GPU-unfriendly Python implementation of the Adam optimizer that copies GPU weights to the CPU then writes back results to the GPU even during single-node training. Second, DDPG performs frequent backend transitions leading to more Python time; several operations (e.g., copying network weights to a “target” network, applying gradients to actor and critic networks) execute in separate Backend calls that could be bundled into a single call.

RL-Scope is able to identify a performance anomaly in the DDPG Autograph implementation in Figure 4b; interestingly, the Python time of simulation in Autograph is inflated 2.4× when compared to executing in Eager mode. Even more surprisingly, both DDPG and TD3 share the same data collection code, yet TD3 does not suffer from this inflation (Figure 4a). Hence, the only difference that would explain the anomaly in DDPG is a difference in hyperparameter settings from TD3. Inspecting the algorithm implementations reveals that TD3 performs 1000 consecutive simulator steps before performing a gradient update, whereas DDPG performs only 100 consecutive simulator steps. Hence, TD3 is better able to amortize overheads associated with calling into Autograph’s in-graph data collection loop. To confirm our hypothesis, we adjusted DDPG’s hyperparameter to 1000 to match TD3, and the inflation dropped down to 1.1×, similar to what we see for TD3 (1.5×).

RL-Scope’s scoping capabilities can identify performance anomalies in RL framework implementations within specific high-level algorithmic operations, at precisely the level of the stack they originate from. In TD3 (Figure 4a), there is a 3.8× increase in inference Backend time in Autograph compared to Graph; similarly, in DDPG (Figure 4b), there is a 4.4× increase. However, this inflation is not due to increased Python → Backend transitions; in fact, Autograph clearly minimizes Backend transitions (Figures 4c and 4d). Hence, this consistent anomalous behaviour indicates a performance issue within the Autograph implementation of inference, which is not present in the Graph API implementation.

4.1.3 GPU usage

RL-Scope confirms that GPU usage is poor across all RL frameworks, showing this issue is not isolated to any one ML backend. In all ML backends, poor GPU usage is rooted in greater CPU time spent in CUDA API calls than spent in GPU kernels.

In all RL frameworks the total GPU execution time makes up only a tiny portion of the total training time of both TD3 (Figure 4a) and DDPG (Figure 4b), which is immediately apparent by the small total GPU time (i.e., \([\text{GPU} + \text{CPU} + \text{GPU}]\)). This suggests that poor GPU usage is not an implementation quirk in any one ML backend. Instead, it is a widespread problem affecting all ML backends.

In all RL frameworks, CPU-side CUDA API time dominates total GPU kernel execution time, taking up on average 3.6× as much time as GPU kernel execution.

The surprising insight from RL-Scope that CUDA API time dominates GPU kernel execution time emphasizes the drastic differences between supervised learning workloads and RL workloads established in Section 2.2: (1) Training data collection: data must be collected at run-time by repeatedly alternating between selecting an action (inference) and taking an action (simulation) – the training loop includes more than just backpropagation, (2) Smaller neural networks: RL algorithms make use of smaller neural networks than state-of-art models from supervised learning tasks, leading to shorter GPU kernel execution times.

4.2 Case Study: RL Algorithm and Simulator Survey

Practitioners must evaluate a large number of RL algorithms for each application. For example, OpenAI’s repository has implemented 9 RL algorithms (Dhariwal et al., 2017). We investigate how algorithm choice affects the workload profile (Figure 5). We chose the popular Walker2D “walking bipedal humanoid” simulated task (Erez et al., 2012), where the agent must learn to walk forward.

Most of the training time across RL algorithms is spent CPU-bound executing the software stack – CUDA API calls, backend code, high-level code – suggesting the entire hardware/software stack is poorly optimized for the RL use case. Even inference and backpropagation, which are GPU-heavy in SL workloads, spend at most 12.9% executing GPU kernels.

The surprising insight from RL-Scope that CUDA API time dominates GPU kernel execution time emphasizes the drastic differences between supervised learning workloads and RL workloads established in Section 2.2: (1) Training data collection: data must be collected at run-time by repeatedly alternating between selecting an action (inference) and taking an action (simulation) – the training loop includes more than just backpropagation, (2) Smaller neural networks: RL algorithms make use of smaller neural networks than state-of-art models from supervised learning tasks, leading to shorter GPU kernel execution times.

4.1.3 GPU usage

In all RL frameworks, CPU-side CUDA API time dominates total GPU kernel execution time, taking up on average 3.6× as much time as GPU kernel execution.
time spent executing GPU kernels (i.e., \[\text{GPU} + \text{CPU + GPU}\]); conversely, A2C spends the least time on the GPU with only 2.6% total training time spent executing GPU kernels. If we consider backpropagation only, at most 12.5% percent of a backpropagation operation is spent executing GPU kernels (for PPO2). Similarly, at most 12.9% of an inference operation is spent executing GPU kernels (for DDPG). For the most GPU-heavy operation (backpropagation) of the most GPU-heavy algorithm (DDPG), 6.0% of CPU time is spent in simulation and 31.1% in Python while, with a non-negligible amount of CPU time spent in CUDA API calls (37.2%) and the Backend (25.7%); a similar spread of CPU time across the RL software stack is seen in all RL algorithms.

\textbf{F.10} On-policy RL algorithms are at least \(3.5 \times\) more simulation-bound than off-policy RL algorithms.

A2C and PPO2 spend most of their execution in simulation, with A2C spending 67.0% and PPO2 spending 46.3%. Conversely, DDPG and SAC spend only 10.9% and 13.3% of their execution in simulation, respectively, which are instead dominated by backpropagation. \textit{Off-policy algorithms} (e.g., DDPG, SAC) are said to be more “sample-efficient” since they are learning \(Q(s,a)\) or \(V(s)\) by sampling rewards obtained from the simulator; as a result, they can re-use data collected from the simulator when forming a minibatch to learn from, allowing them to spend a smaller percentage of their training time collecting data from the simulator. \textit{On-policy algorithms} (e.g., A2C, PPO2) must learn and update a policy network \(\pi\) directly. As a result, the minibatches for updating the policy network must consist of experience collected using the same policy. This means entire episodes of experience must be collected from the simulator before a minibatch, and subsequent gradient update can be performed; hence, the on-policy algorithm is sample-inefficient. Interestingly, this disparity has been qualitatively explained as the “sample-efficiency” problem in the RL research community (Wang et al., 2017), but it has never been systematically quantified.

Due to space constraints, our survey of how simulators affect total RL training time can be found in Appendix B.1.

\textbf{4.3 Case Study: Scale-up RL Workload}

As shown above, in our RL algorithm and simulator survey, an RL workload run on one worker cannot fully saturate a modern GPU. One way practitioners try to increase GPU usage is by taking advantage of CPU and GPU hardware parallelism. RL training workloads feature a data collection phase, where the worker repeatedly switches between inference to decide on an action to take and running the simulator on the chosen action. Since the model is not being updated during data collection, one common way to increase GPU usage is to have multiple workers collecting data at the same time with the hope that inference minibatches will be concurrently processed by the GPU to keep it occupied.

To decide whether a given number of parallel workers fully occupy the GPU, developers resort to overly coarse-grained tools (e.g., \texttt{nvidia-smi}) that report a “GPU utilization” metric, and increase the number of parallel workers until it reaches 100%. RL-Scope reveals that coarse-grained tools misleadingly report 100% utilization even though the total GPU usage is, in fact, extremely low. To illustrate this problem in practice, we use RL-Scope to profile the Minigo workload, a popular re-implementation of AlphaGoZero (Silver et al., 2017) adopted by the MLPerf training benchmark suite (Matson et al., 2020). Minigo parallelizes data collection by having 16 “self-play” worker processes play games of Go in parallel, thereby overlapping inference minibatches when evaluating board game states. For brevity, we summarize the finding and supporting metrics provided by RL-Scope: figures containing these metrics and additional details of the Minigo training loop can be found in Appendix B.2.

\textbf{F.11} The GPU utilization reported by \texttt{nvidia-smi} for short inference tasks, common in RL workloads, gives a drastically inflated measure of GPU use. In reality, the workload is hardly using the GPU. Scaling-up by running more workers can exacerbate this issue.

RL-Scope’s time breakdown metrics reveal that self-play workers take at most 5080 seconds in total, and only a scant 20 seconds of each worker is spent executing GPU kernels. Conversely, \texttt{nvidia-smi} misleadingly reports 100% GPU utilization during parallel data collection. RL-Scope’s metrics reveal the danger of using coarse-grained metrics like GPU utilization for measuring GPU usage. The official documentation for \texttt{nvidia-smi} (NVIDIA, 2020d) states that GPU utilization is measured by looking to see if
one or more kernels are executing over the sample period and that the sample period is between 1/6 seconds and 1 second. Hence, if an extremely small kernel runs that does not fully occupy the sample period, that entire sample period will still have 100% GPU utilization. Given that RL inference operations are short kernels but numerous since 16 processes generate them in parallel, we suspect that all sample periods include at least one such short GPU kernel.

5 RELATED WORK

We begin with a high-level comparison of RL-Scope to groups of related works; detailed RL-Scope comparisons to each work are given below. Existing ML profiling tools target GPU-bound supervised learning (SL) workloads and limit their analysis to bottleneck layers and kernels. In contrast, with RL-Scope we observe the majority of the time is spent CPU-bound throughout the software stack, even for operations considered GPU-heavy (e.g., backpropagation). GPU profiling tools collect GPU kernel execution time with some user-level control over scoping, but unlike RL-Scope they cannot correct for profiling overhead. Finally, distributed RL training and frameworks attempt to increase GPU usage by parallelizing inference during data collection, but we observe this to be ineffective with Minigo (Section 4.3).

ML Profiling Tools: In TBD (Zhu et al., 2018), the authors survey ML training workloads (including one RL workload) by collecting high-level CPU/GPU utilization metrics; RL-Scope illustrates that GPU utilization can be a misleading indicator of GPU usage and empowers developers to explain why GPU utilization is a poor metric by providing an accurate CPU/GPU time breakdown. XSP (Li et al., 2020) is an “across-stack” profiler that combines profiling information from the model/layer/GPU-kernel levels to provide a drill-down interface for exploring neural network accelerator bottlenecks (e.g., a specific kernel in a specific layer) that dominate SL workloads. The authors avoid some sources of profiling overhead by collecting profiling information from different stack levels at different training iterations, and correlating them into a single view. The two key differences with our approach are that (1) XSP limits its timing analysis to bottleneck layers and kernels in GPU-bound SL workloads whereas RL-Scope targets RL workloads which are more CPU-bound due to time spent in high-level code, CUDA APIs, simulators, and from excessive transitions to ML backends, and (2) RL-Scope’s calibration approach allows it to correct for additional sources of book-keeping overhead that XSP cannot correct such as inflation in closed-source CUDA API calls; we observe that RL workloads are particularly sensitive to profiling overhead and can experience training time inflation of up to 1.9× (Figure 11).

GPU Profiling Tools: NVIDIA Nsight systems (NVIDIA, 2020b) visualizes a timeline of GPU kernels, CUDA API calls, and system calls and allows users to annotate their code with high-level operations using NVTX (NVIDIA, 2020c). DLProf (NVIDIA, 2020a) focuses on deep neural networks by extending Nsight systems to provide layer-wise scoping and recognizing training iterations to enable summary statistics. RL-Scope avoids using both Nsight systems and DLProf since their analysis backend is closed-source, and as a result, cannot provide calibration correction of CPU profiling overhead which is needed for accurately attributing time spent throughout the RL software stack.

Distributed RL training and frameworks: Distributed RL frameworks (Moritz et al., 2018; Nair et al., 2015) have been proposed to scale exploring large hyperparameter search spaces to entire clusters of machines. These frameworks have been used to reduce the training time of 49 Atari games from 14 days on a single-machine to 6 days on 100 machines by exploiting the embarrassingly parallel nature of some RL training jobs (Nair et al., 2015). Unfortunately, little attention has been paid to the performance of individual machines within a cluster. Today’s distributed RL frameworks are built off of pre-existing ML backends (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch), and as a result, inherit all of the poor GPU usage characteristics more commonly observed in single-machine frameworks. In particular, scaling GPU usage up by parallelizing inference requests is still insufficient to fully occupy GPU resource usage (Section 4.3). In future work, we hope to extend RL-Scope to support distributed RL frameworks, though we expect many of the findings to remain consistent with single-machine frameworks.

6 CONCLUSIONS

While deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) models are notoriously slow to train, the exact reasons for this are not well-understood. We observe that RL workloads are fundamentally different from supervised learning workloads, meaning current GPU and ML profilers are a poor fit for this setting.

RL-Scope is the first profiler specifically designed for RL workloads: it explains where time is spent across the software stack by scoping CPU/GPU usage to high-level algorithmic annotations, corrects for profiling overhead, captures language transitions, and supports multiple ML backends and simulators. Using RL-Scope, we studied the effect of RL framework and ML backend on training time, identified bottlenecks caused by inefficient abstractions in RL frameworks, quantified how bottlenecks change as we vary the RL algorithm and simulator, and showed how coarse-grained GPU utilization metrics can be misleading in a popular scale-up RL workload. RL-Scope is an open-source tool available at https://github.com/UofT-EcoSystem/rlscope, and we look forward to enabling future researchers and practitioners to benefit from RL-Scope’s insights in their own RL code-bases.
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Summary of Appendices

In Section A, we provide information essential for developers looking to implement profiling tools analogous to RL-Scope. In Section B, we provide a simulator survey to show how RL training bottlenecks vary with simulator choice, and we provide supporting figures and additional training loop details for the Minigo RL scale-up workload. In Section C, we provide additional details on how RL-Scope corrects for profiling overhead from transparent interception hooks and closed-source CUDA profiling libraries, and show how RL-Scope is able to correct within ±16% of profiling overhead. In Section D, we link to detailed online artifact evaluation instructions for reproducing some of the figures found in this paper.

A  RL-Scope Implementation Details

We provide additional information for developers looking to implement profiling tools analogous to RL-Scope.

A.1  Storing Traces Asynchronously

To avoid adding profiling overhead as much as possible, RL-Scope stores trace files to disk asynchronously, off the critical path of training. Traces are aggregated in a stand-alone C++ library (librlscope.so), are saved to disk once they reach 20MB, and are stored using the Protobuf binary serialization library (Google, 2020). We explicitly avoid collecting and dumping trace files from Python since asynchronous dumping in Python requires using the multiprocessing module (Python, 2020), which is implemented using a process fork. This would lead to undefined behaviour in multi-threaded libraries (e.g., TensorFlow), and would also require serialization of 20MB of data on the critical path. librlscope.so allows us to access shared memory multi-threading in C++ without overheads.

A.2  Avoiding Sampling Profilers

During development, we considered the possibility of collecting information using a sampling profiler, which aims to collect information periodically. Examples of sampling profilers for CPU-only workloads include VTune (Intel, 2019) and the Linux perf utility. Analogously, NVIDIA’s CUPTI library has a PC Sampling API (NVIDIA, 2019c) for periodically sampling the GPU-side program-counter of executing GPU kernels. However after experimenting with the CUPTI PC Sampling API, we chose to avoid sampling profilers due to several shortcomings. First, GPU PC sampling adds significant overhead: we observed large overheads when using the CUPTI PC Sampling API, which exceeded those of collecting GPU kernel start/end timestamps\(^2\). Additionally, given that overhead is inevitable, sampling profilers offer no convenient way to correct for their overhead during offline analysis. Lastly, sampling provides incomplete GPU event information, since some GPU kernels execute very quickly (≤ 1 ms). A sampling profiler would need to account for loss of accuracy due to missed GPU events.

B  Extended RL-Scope Case Studies

We provide an additional case study relevant to RL practitioners, showing how RL training time breakdowns vary significantly with different choices of simulator. We also provide more details on our case study of scale-up RL workloads (Section 4.3), with supporting figures and additional details on the Minigo training loop.

B.1  Case Study: Simulator Survey

To observe how RL training time varies with the choice of simulator, we focus on three application domains, organized by simulator complexity (Figure 6), described in detail below:

**ML algorithm research:** These applications use simple, quick-to-execute simulators such as games (i.e. Atari Pong, Go board game), where the notion of reward is well-defined (e.g., 1 or 0 if a game is won or lost). RL researchers often use such applications when exploring enhancements to core RL algorithms, since it is easier to understand the behaviour of the learned policy since rules of the game and common human strategies are known. Atari games are provided by the OpenAI gym repository (Brockman et al., 2016).

**Robotics:** These applications use physics simulators to emulate a robot interacting with its environment, in tasks

\(^2\)We confirmed with NVIDIA employees on their developer forums that overheads above 2× are to be expected with the CUPTI PC Sampling API (NVIDIA, 2019b).
such as locomotion and object grasping. The physics simulation is done on the CPU, whereas training is done on the GPU. These medium complexity robotics tasks are provided by the OpenAI gym repository (Brockman et al., 2016).

**Drone applications:** These applications use realistic physics simulators with photo-realistic rendering implemented using a popular video game engine (Epic Games, 2019). Sufficiently realistic simulators allow a researcher to determine how an RL algorithm will behave in a real-world deployment without the high cost overhead associated with actually deploying it (Dosovitskiy et al., 2017). These simulators are computationally intensive, and make use of the GPU to perform graphics rendering. We use the point-to-point navigation task from the AirLearning toolkit for unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) robotics tasks (Krishnan et al., 2019).

We chose a top-performing (i.e., highest final average episodic reward) algorithm from the OpenAI stable-baselines repository (Hill et al., 2018; Raffin, 2018) and ran it across a representative sampling of simulators ranging from low, medium, to high complexity; Figure 7 provides a breakdown of training time for each different simulator.

**Simulation time varies, but is always a large training bottleneck, taking up at least 38.1% of training time.**

Excluding AirLearning, the CPU/GPU breakdown is similar across all low/medium complexity simulators, with as little as 2.8% GPU kernel time for Walker2D and as high as 6.9% for Pong. For high-complexity simulators like AirLearning that simulate a drone in a realistic video game engine, simulation dominates total training time at 99.6%. In the presence of such large simulation times, GPU time spent in inference or backpropagation makes practically no contribution to total training time. Excluding high-complexity simulators (AirLearning), even in low and medium complexity environments, simulation is always the majority contributor to total training time compared to inference and backpropagation, accounting for anywhere between 38.1% in HalfCheetah, to 74.2% in the Pong simulator.

Even though Pong is a low-complexity simulator, the tuned hyperparameter configuration we used for (PPO, Pong) performs a small number of gradient updates compared to the number of simulator invocations, which explains why it has a large simulation time; this is also the case for the Walker2D configuration. Further, even though backpropagation has a different relative contribution to training time depending on the choice of simulator, it always has a consistent breakdown that is mostly dominated by CUDA API call time, and a small fraction of GPU kernel execution time; the same can be said of inference.

**B.2 Case Study: Scale-up RL Workload**

First, we provide RL-Scope’s multi-process analysis of Minigo which reveals that `nvidia-smi` misleadingly reports 100% GPU utilization (rightmost bar), even though RL-Scope’s GPU execution time metric reveals low GPU usage in each self-play worker (20 seconds).

In Minigo, each parallel self-play worker plays a game of Go against itself (i.e., each player uses identical model weights), with each worker running an inference minibatch of potential board game states to estimate the probability of winning the match $Q(s, a)$ given the current board game state $s$ and move selection $a$. Figure 8 shows RL-Scope’s multi-process view of train-
ing time for one round of the Minigo training loop: data collection through self-play across 16 parallel worker processes (selfplay.worker, *), followed by a model update and evaluation. Each parallel self-play worker process appears as a separate "node" (barplot) in the "computational graph", with dependencies generated from process fork/join relationships. RL-Scope's execution time metrics reveal that selfplay.worker.0 contributes the most to training time, taking 5080 seconds in total; however, only a meager 20 seconds are spent executing GPU kernels, with the other workers having nearly identical breakdowns. Conversely, nvidia-smi misleadingly reports 100% GPU utilization during parallel data collection.

B.2.2 Minigo Training Loop

A naive computer program for playing Go decides the next move to make by exhaustively exploring all potential sequences of moves until game completion, and following the move that leads to a subtree that maximizes the occurrence of winning outcomes. Unfortunately, such an exhaustive expansion is intractable in the game of Go since there are an exponential number of board-game states to explore \((2 \times 10^{170})\) to be precise (Tromp & Farnebäck, 2006)). Monte-carlo-tree-search (MCTS) provides a strategy for approximating this approach of move-tree expansion; the move-tree is truncated using an approximation \(Q(s,a)\) of the probability of winning starting from board position \(s\) and placing a game-piece at position \(a\). In order for this MCTS strategy to be effective, we must learn a value function \(Q(s,a)\). The RL approach to this problem is to learn \(Q(s,a)\) by collecting moves from games of self-play, and labelling moves with the eventual outcome of each game.

The entire training process for Minigo is split into three distinct training phases. At the end of the three phases, a new generation \(i\) of model \(Q(s,a)\) is obtained for evaluating Go board game moves. The phases are repeated a fixed number of times (default 1000) to obtain successive generations of models, where each generation of model performs as well as or better than the last. The training phases are as follows:

1. **Self-play - collect data**: The current generation of model plays against itself for 2000 games. Self-play games can be played in parallel by a pool of worker processes, where the size of the pool is chosen in advance to maximize CPU and GPU hardware utilization (we use 16 workers, which is the number of processors on our AMD CPU).
2. **SGD-updates - propose candidate model**: data collected during self-play is used to update the \(Q(s,a)\) network.
3. **Evaluation - choose best model for generation \((i + 1)\)**: the current model and the candidate model play 100 games against each other, and the winner becomes the new model for the next generation.

C. Profiler Overhead Correction

As discussed in Section 3.4, profilers inflate CPU-side time due to additional book-keeping code. To achieve accurate cross-stack critical path measurements, RL-Scope corrects for any CPU time inflation during offline analysis by calibrating the average duration of book-keeping code paths, and subtracting this time at the precise point when it occurs. Since RL-Scope already knows when book-keeping occurs from the information it collects for critical path analysis (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), the challenge lies in accurately calibrating for the average duration of book-keeping code.

C.1 Delta Calibration

To measure average book-keeping overhead, we run the training script twice: with book-keeping enabled and disabled. Assuming that additional runtime \((\Delta)\) is strictly due to the enabled book-keeping code, the average book-keeping time is \(\Delta\) divided by the total number of times this book-keeping code executed. Figure 9 illustrates how RL-Scope uses this technique to measure the average book-keeping duration of intercepting CUDA API calls. Besides CUDA API interception overhead, RL-Scope uses delta calibration to correct for high-level algorithm annotations and Python ↔ C transitions.

C.2 Difference of Average Calibration

As discussed in Section 3.4, not all sources of overhead can be handled by delta calibration. Besides CUDA API interception overhead, the CUDA library has internal closed-source profiling code paths that inflate both...
C.3 Validating Accuracy of Overhead Correction

To evaluate the accuracy of overhead correction, we run each workload twice: once without RL-Scope (uninstrumented run), and once with full RL-Scope with all book-keeping code enabled. We compare the corrected training time reported by RL-Scope to the uninstrumented training time. If our overhead correction has low bias, then the corrected training time will be close to the uninstrumented training time. Figure 11 shows how RL-Scope calibrates for different profiling overheads in `cudaLaunchKernel` (3 us) and `cudaMemcpyAsync` (1 us) induced by enabling CUDA’s CUPTI profiling library.

C.4 Effect of Overhead Correction

To understand the impact of overhead correction on the case studies performed throughout this paper, we re-computed the RL framework case study (Section 4.1) without overhead correction, and observed how results of our analysis changed. First, we observed bottleneck shift with Tensor-Flow Eager DDPG (Figure 4b), where the largest contributor to CPU-bound ML backend time shifts from Inference with correction to Backpropagation without correction, which is due to overhead from a larger number of ML backend transitions in Backpropagation compared to Inference (Figure 4d). Second, findings related to GPU usage (Section 4.1.3) become incorrect since the total GPU-bound time becomes dwarfed by inflation in CPU time. For example, time spent in CUDA API calls exceeds GPU kernels by 5.7× (up from 3.6×). Third, the total training time of the workloads we measured becomes inflated 1.6× - 2.2×, and 1.8× on average. Given that RL-Scope is a profiling tool for heterogeneous CPU/GPU RL workloads, it is important that RL-Scope provides accurate CPU-bound and GPU-bound metrics, otherwise developers will spend their time optimizing artificial bottlenecks.

Figure 10. Difference of average calibration of profiling overhead: `cudaLaunchKernel` and `cudaMemcpyAsync` experience different CPU time inflations when CUPTI (NVIDIA, 2019a) is enabled; we measure precise durations of CUDA API calls to compute book-keeping overheads for each CUDA API.

`cudaLaunchKernel` and `cudaMemcpyAsync` API calls by different amounts, and the inflation of each CUDA API cannot be enabled in isolation which is required for delta calibration. RL-Scope handles this using difference of average calibration which measures the average time of individual CUDA APIs with/without profiling enabled, and computes the overhead for each CUDA API using the difference of these averages. Figure 10 shows how RL-Scope calibrates for different profiling overheads in `cudaLaunchKernel` (3 us) `cudaMemcpyAsync` (1 us) induced by enabling CUDA’s CUPTI profiling library.

Figure 11. Low-bias overhead correction: The left stack of bars shows Full RL-Scope, and the right bar shows an Uninstrumented run. The bias (%) shows the deviation of the Corrected training time (blue, left) from the Uninstrumented time (pink, right). RL-Scope is able to achieve low-bias correction of critical path latency, regardless of simulator or algorithm.
D **RL-Scope Artifact Evaluation**

In our open-source documentation, we provide detailed instructions for reproducing some of the figures from this paper in a reproducible docker container. You can find these instructions here: https://rl-scope.readthedocs.io/en/latest/artifacts.html.